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Silver Lake Residence | Salem,WI

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This spectacular lakehome boasts 15,000 square feet of exceptional quality. In addition to the impressive design, it is nestled into
a highly coveted lot on scenic Silver Lake in southeast Wisconsin.
This area serves as both a recreational and relaxing escape for the
residents of Chicago and Milwaukee. The home was designed to
showcase great views of the lake, and the owners enjoy watching
the nightly retreat of the sun sinking beneath the water’s edge.
The home’s endless amenities provide a luxurious decor while the
Craftsman architecture maintains a comfortable lodge-like appeal.

Project Type: Private Luxury Lakehome

Completion Date: 2010
Builder: Realistic Builders
Racine,WI
www.realisticbuildersracine.com
Architect: Partners in Design Architects
Kenosha,WI
www.pidarchitects.com
Distributor: Millwork Distributors
Oshhkosh,WI
www.mdi-oshkosh.com
Windsor Products Used: Pinnacle clad casement, awning,
direct set, and swinging patio doors

UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS/SOLUTIONS
This fully custom home demanded unique features that Windsor
was able to provide. There were many large custom sized windows and doors throughout. The clad exteriors of the windows
and doors are a feature color titled Sierra Tan. The interior of the
products reveal a rich and deeply grained quarter-sawn red oak.
Two steam rooms in the home required awning windows with
teak interiors and Windsor was able to manufacture these custom
windows as well.
COMMENTS FROM PEOPLE INVOLVED
Windsor's manufacturing capabilities and flexibility to provide
what our clients wanted was a big part of why Windsor was chosen for this project, explained Rob Debe, owner of Realistic
Builders. "The quarter sawn red oak really blew me away. It
turned out beautifully and became a crucial aspect of the home’s
design."
Windsor and Millwork Distributors were great to work with and
they provided a great product and value at a very good price.
"The product really showed beautifully throughout the home."
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For more information, contact
Windsor at 1.800.283.3399 or
visit www.windsorwindows.com
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